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Clue 1

As this quilt is a specific design, we are only making the LAP size for now. You may want 
to add more to it to make it bigger, you will need to wait til we are finished so you can see 
the pattern and decide how YOU want to make it larger. But for now, let’s get some BIG 
units finished for today.

Let’s cut:

This is a very easy 3-colour mock hourglass. First, let’s sew the smaller units together from 
the 90° angle to the point with the POP (MEDIUM 1) on the top. Then we will press toward 
the POP and sew that last large triangle on the hypotenuse. Today’s units will measure 
12-1/2”.

Breaking it down:
Deconstructed block:

Then we sew the POP to 
the LIGHT starting at the 
90° angle and press toward 
the POP:

POP (MEDIUM 1) 13-1/4” strip 1

-cut to 13-1/4” square 1

-cut on BOTH diagonals for triangles 4

LIGHT 13-1/4” strip 1

-cut to 13-1/4” square 1

-cut on BOTH diagonals for triangles 4

LIGHT end of strip from above 

-cut to 12-7/8” squares 2

-cut on ONE diagonal for triangles 4
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Finally, sew along that last LONG seam and press toward the LIGHT for a flatter 12-1/2” 
block:

While we are on an hourglass roll, why don’t we just conquer a few more (not so big this 
time)!  Let’s use those POP “scraps” from above and our LIGHT and DARK for some 
4-1/2” units today.

Cutting AGAIN:

I then dew an “X” on the back on all my DARK units and paired each DARK with a LIGHT 
or MEDIUM.

Then I sewed 1/4” EACH side 
of ONE of my drawn lines 
cutting on the line to get HSTs. 
Taking these I mated them 
(LIGHT with MEDIUM) rotating 
so the DARK didn’t touch.
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DARK 5-1/4” strips 1

-cut to 5-1/4” squares 8

POP LEFTOVER from above 1

-cut to 5-1/4” squares 4

LIGHT 5-1/4” strip 1

-cut to 5-1/4” squares 4
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I extended the line onto the LIGHT triangle and sewed 1/4” either side of this line, making 
sure my seams nested before sewing. ALSO, you are sewing on the bias, be sure not to 
stretch and just let your sewing machine do her job.

You will then cut on your line again and Voila! You have 
your 3-colour hourglass units that should measure 
4-1/2”. I “pinwheeled” the centre of the block to flatten a 
bulky area.

Our units for today:
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